1. Clarus Glassboards Fly
The dual-purpose design of Clarus offers the functionality of a writable glass surface on one side and the benefits of acoustic panels on the other. Measuring 48 inches high and approximately 20 inches wide, the magnetic glass is available in more than 150 colors, while 12 color options are offered for the acrylic-alkydrum frame that features a premium powder-coat finish.
clarusglassboards.com

2. Navetta Design Marnetola Blue
The customisable Marnetola Plus feature room divider and seating system is designed to meet the specific requirements of each classroom in which it is installed. Navetta Design offers several seat types that are available either with or without upholstery, as well as a vast range of custom finishes and fabrics.
navettadesign.com

3. Tekhne Variable Height Chair
The variable-height tekhné variable height chair features double-articulating arms and a multi-purpose base that offers 90 degrees of freedom. Designed by Alessandro Pinti, the student workchair has a contoured frame and seat that affords unobstructed access to ample storage capacity underneath. The chair is available with an optional five-star base and height-adjustment mechanisms.

4. OPAK Jasper
The week-end edition of the OP-AK collection, OPAK Jasper can be used for standalone seating or configured into a variety of groupings, offering flexibility in classroom arrangements. The backrest and seat are upholstered in fabric, leather, or wood, with optional side tables.

5. Lander Tripod
The Tripod Table and the desk system was designed for Lander by IGS Design, which is led by Contrast magazine's 2015 Designer of the Year Martin Legué of Austria. Tripod's modular features are realized via 45-degree angles on rectangular table layouts and new laminate options intended for open office spaces. Additional Tripod elements—such as standing desk modules, shelves, and stools—can be combined to form more private workspaces.

6. Studio Like Dune
Developed by Los Angeles-based Studio Like, Quoise acoustic pendants are engineered to provide broadband sound attenuation by damping echo and reverberation in lobby, atriums, and other public spaces. Made of Class 1 flame-resistant and antimicrobial acoustical materials, Dunes are available in both wall- and ceiling-mounted options, which are suspended via stainless steel aircraft cables with an adjustable breaking strength. The panels come in a variety of colors and sizes, including 30-inch, 36-inch, and 48-inch diameters and 6-inch, 7-inch, and 9-inch heights.

7. Barrister Anthem
As part of their Black Book portfolio, Anthem features Barrister's signature cut pile carpet, Kingswood. Anthem incorporates multiple dye levels to create a rich visual effect with a velvet feel. The pattern features large stripes of color that transition across the tile to create subtle gradients. Available in 18-inch for 36-inch and 24-inch square tiles in six- and 12-inch sizes, Anthem is crafted with AcoustoPave™ Type 60 fabric and comes in seven colors: lemon, walnut, black, charcoal, bluestone, cinnamon, and hickory.